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Yu gi oh duel links best deck shop

It's a good time for Dundwiveduq! A murder of new khans and events has changed the Dundwiveduq links meta in recent months. A variety of decks, both old and new, are now viable and can take you far. However, as king of the game ranking is not always easy-some decks will always be more dominant than others. But now the Keba Corporation Cup second stage is over, we
have a better understanding in which the deck does the best and that ticks them. Without more ado, here are the best UG Dundwiduk links deck of existing meta. Get The Best U-G-Oh Links On Google Play! Dundwiduk Links Deck: Dark Maagawanavukd Almantsabarssharanawabalakwangsibur Dargoneditor Note: Deck recipes are based on the top deck used in tournaments and
in THE QC Cup. This list will be updated regularly as the meta-ready and new decks become dominant. 1. Deep-longtime companion of Magasianewa is more stylethan black magician you might think. In many support cards now thanks to recent events in the game and the new future horizon box, Black Wizard is now a class one deck. The best news, however, is you don't have
to spend a fortune or buy any built-in decks to make opponents with it. Two of the main cards are extremely difficult but they are not impossible to get with some grinding. So, how does the latest recurrence of black magician work? It has an unbelievably continuous deck with powerful search, its ability to as well as eject and deny. It's achieved with the help of two cards-magician
navigation and black magic circle. Magician navigation allows you to tremmense the black wizard, the indemand black magic circle. Once in the cemetery, magician navigation can also be forheld to deny an opponent's magic or network. It open the way for a safe direct attack, which usually results in hitting a turn. However, to achieve this series you need two other necessary
cards. The wizard's rod is the most important. It is a steel of every black wizard deck because it allows you to search for arkaitipi related mantras and networks. Thank you, you can get it from the card trader. The berm magic, another essential card, however, can only be achieved by members up to level 25. The key to getting your magicians from your wizard by your hand and the
other basic card effects. So, if you haven't disturbed the level of members yet, take advantage of the current 1.5 XP campaign and do so. Other noteworthy cards are the eye of the desperate and black cavalry. They are present to give you an opportunity against the second top deck-almantsabaras. Don't leave them if you want a smooth sealing trip for the king of the game. Other
metadecks are not effective against black magicians, but we recommend that you use The skills of Ishizo and his powerful sealed graves to maximum results in any similar, including matching the ink. The power of darkness is another skill you can use. As sealed graves Not good, but it can still give you Some duers in hand. What about tech cards? Develop routine lying network
holes and cosmic storms. Don't worry if you're not enough copy though. You can replace them with similar powerful cards such as Galaxy Storm, Percane China, Enemy Controller and more. The rest is to practice against some NPCs to get a feel for all the times and the compos. Once you master it, this is the best Dundwivedac links deck you can play. 2. The would-be
almantsabrswaraaras, spallkastors and fusion-rakshs armies are among us to provide one of the best Dundwivedac links deck: the ones almantsabars. It's not often that we see the same box, provide almost all the necessary material stake for the same deck, but it's black latitude and the case with this new and explosive arkatomy. Almantsabaras is one (one hit) deck that relies on
its powerful fusion animals to run opponents — the coketos and the likely purgreu. To get them on the field needs a good understanding of careful games and all your cards' support. Both important cards are Invocar and Ilyasteer. Summonang invocar fusion spelling prayer is in your hands. After that you either need to be invouse with a fire galaxy or a water galaxy for Coquetus.
Here's where you need to be careful. Your field elemental Lord's magic palace can add danu with the right feature in your hand, but at the cost of taking down your next war phase. The second solution is changing the properties in the cemetery- some can all almantsabar rakshas. How will it help you? Unlike polymerization, dua can use the galaxys in the player cemetery as fusion
material. Once you've felt and you've performed your fusion query, you allow you to add the forgiving invocar back to your deck. Ilyastere may again be rejected to promote the attack of a fusion galaxy. If you have such a waist-rheo on the field, using this move is almost always a guaranteed win because fusion has damaged the rax inphalyx and can attack every galaxy. Cocitus is
an even safer condition because it is immune to the effects of enemy cards and can attack even it is in defensive position on its face. This deck is not only unbelievably consistent and self-sustaining but one that assures instant triumphs in the top most achievements. Three copies of cosmic storm are an integral part of the Almantsabaras deck. However, the factor that is likely to
be, is a weakness. There is not much backdown in the deck to be removing though Almantsabar Lapauila can also have mantras and networks. Why three cosmic symplabes are an integral part of this is why. It is also important to have their skills to tremage that this deck is usually paid: the sorcery pipe. This Yama Yoga skill allows you to attract a random spallcastair eundation of
the galaxy lacking by 1000 your life points. Since the invocar is just a splycastaire in your deck, it's an effective search Which makes the most of the most frequent. We should note, however, that the likely almantsabaris is not a cheap deck. Most of this can come from a single box, but it's an important box and you need more than one ur rahman and two or three copy of the SR
card. It is possible to get some money stored and with a lot of luck, but you may need to spend real cash too. 3. Sharanwaat was about time for a Syncchro deck to rock the meta. Some strong archatipass has floated around in the past, but none as Lion Anui. This zombie samara deck relies on a quick and explosive crime and has more than one different conditions that work all
unbelievably well. It is one of the best Dundwiveduq links deck without a doubt. The most successful version currently in Meta is a 30 card deck that looks greener that use grass. Just like other decks that use this card, the purpose is to get part of your deck on the grave. This results in the primary card activating the growing wolf-lamy. This network allows you to extract two fire-
rakshas from your cemetery and add the growing wolflamy back on your hand. What's special about it? Almost your Lion Anui galaxys are fire type and have effects which can be activated on Banashmant. Solitaire allows you to have another Tiger Anui galaxy according to the query, Samra add a galaxy to your hand, the spartamasteer deletes an opponent's card and so on.
Related: The best deck in Hearthzone: own the meta and addition through these rows! But how do you do harm? Where you come in your syncchro card is this. They need a tonner galaxy and a non-tonner whose combined star number is equal to that syncchro you want to ask. Lion Anui has a lot of great ones-Sunsaga not only has 3500 assaults, for example, but protects your
other cards with its effects. On the other hand, your attack can boost and destroy a magic, network and/or galaxy on the field. However, it is still recommended to include a black rose dragon in the capacity you need to have a field clearance. Gozok and Bacon Sever are two other cards that are great additions, which will only appreciate the strategy of arkaitipi and grass. Bulky, the
entire deck looks greener card depending on this grass. To ensure that you shave it in your first hand, you need to restart or use magic expert skills. We recommend the other, because this makes the Lion Anui deck the most continuous. How it works: You need five or more magic cards with different names in your deck, which significantly increases your chance of opening hands
containing a magic card. Nevertheless, most deckgolds run a copy of Sarcofagos because it can't just search for your grass card, but also to move the monster effects by the masts. Tiger anui can use limited cards. Finally, when it comes to a tech card, you can go wild-since Also, one of the Lion Anui cards has made it on a limited list, you can use two copy of the enemy controller
And whatever comes to mind . This makes Lion Anui very good. But it is also one of the best Dundwiveduq links deck for another reason. Because most of the arkaitipi cards are located in the spirit of the resurrection minibox, it is close to playing for free as you can get into the current meta. 4. Blockkongsaf You want to spread your fans with fan animal deck, see no more of the
black fans of Bang. This is yet another syncchro deck which is skilled in rider demand and is instantly disciplined with its opponent. Black fans lie two powerful search cards in the deck cover. Black-bomba is the key to getting the monks on your hand-each time a black wing is commonly sought by you of the galaxy field, this spelling card allows you to add another black wing galaxy
with less attack than your deck from your hand. But if you don't make it in your opening or in the other hand? After that you can use black wing-Simoon poison. Cannot be abeuated by the wall of text in their description. They can be used when you control any other galaxys to bring your own bubula and query Simoon itself. From there, you want to drag through the influence of
Vahravand and make the Vaisha-maablack wing. It's a tonner that will make you able to bring big B-ads from your extra deck. There are a group of great sencharos at your power. The Obsidian Hawk not only has 2600 attack points but can redirect attacks and resomman level 5 or more black wing rakshas from the cemetery once per turn. This Racanara rain shower card works
brilliantly with the potential of destruction. Together with them and when your opponent is about to destroy someone who is, instead make their goal in The Racara. What remains is to clean up the resomman reatara and the opposite keyboard. Don't reduce your extra deck or other card. Onamahi thunder card effects immune to destruction and can get 3000 attacks if it has met
with special symmunang situations. You can ask for more than not. However, things are a couple to note. Unlike most of the decks on this list, black fans prefer to go other. If you go first, don't hurry up and take your strong card at the same time. You never know what your opponent stock might have (usually a traitor edited trophally). You also have different types of skills you can
use with this deck, but strongly the harpi is the hunting ground. This attack may not be important in promoting, but it allows you to find more of the rastos with the bubula. Finally, for network and magic cards, you can clear the way for hey, Trunadi, who one, as well as blackbird close. The latter is unbelievably strong because your hand can be paid when your Black Wing
Sencharaus are on the field. The Black Wing is not an affordable deck, but like Almantsabars, all its cards can be found in a key box (air strike). It's a great fit for any player who loves the Beatdon deck And this is one of the best deck Dundwivedac links to present at this time. 5. Cyber Cyber The trisdala's carriers were all angry last year, but their original arquity is picking up
momentum at the time-cyber dragon. This is the best world fusion deck, which pairs card destruction with high loss production. So, how does the cyber dragon tick? More than one version of this deck exists in meta, but all of them have three cards basically. The Cyber Dragon Core named Aptly is the first of your essential cards. Once per turn, when usually sought, it allows you to
add a cyber magic or network from your hand from your deck. Use this effect to get the cberlastfusion or the cabinetflow. This name means as the cabinetd fusion is a fusion card, but it works differently from polymerization. It can only use your forad card and material from your field. Then it then goes to the fusion material along with it instead of sending the shofaflas to the
cemetery. The cbernatoc flow can only be used per time, but this deck constantly and sustains itself. With its help, one of your first goals to ask is the Chamratich Hasatamic Behavioral Dragon: a powerful impact galaxy, which can clear your enemy's backup queue and attack three times in exchange to send two light machine monks to the cemetery. Your Cybernetak flow network
also works to clean up the mantra and network. To use it, you need to extract the cyber dragon rakshasis with different levels from your hand, cemetery or field. That's why the deck typically features cyber dragons and cyber dragon war (five and four stars, se.) Better yet, even if before you move it before you destroy your opposite network, its second effect allows you to find
another flow or a cyber-fed fusion. It also provides the ability to withdraw when facing with difficulty. But if you are facing beefy rakshas, can't your Chamratich Hasatmak behaviour dragon take care of itself? You can use the current focus or you can rely on your cyber end dragon. Dragon can be sought with the cair-beshad fusion, and with 4000 attacks, a few monks can stand up
to it. The best way to get it on the field is to play deck with the cyber style skills of Zanna. However, you can also play with the deck draw: at a lower level you need them to make sure you get your cyber dragon cover copy. Depending on the card you choose to add, the cyber dragon is not an affordable deck, but it is one of the best Dundwivedak links deck regardless. It is also
worth investing because it is an architapi that can help more in future khanas. Honourable mentionsDon't think any of the above decks fit right for you? Here are a couple of other top-class decks that can help you on the way to the king of your game: Dark Lord: an old deck that's around since last summer but still has a very powerful one. Ritual Animals: Don't Like Sencharaus?
Formal instead of this magnificent deck Try. Thunder Dragon: A less familiar but powerful deck that can be used to see opponents only Metadeck. These are our pick for the best Dundwivedac links deck of the current meta! Who are your favorites? Let us know in the comments below. Down.
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